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Abstract 
This study describes the development of requirements for a Cognitive Assistant (CA) for use 
onboard a space vehicle/station. For missions beyond Low-Earth Orbit, delayed communication 
will limit mission control’s ability to support the space crew in real-time. During off-nominal 
situations, where no procedures have been developed prior to missions, crews must develop 
responses in real-time, and may increasingly rely on automation. A systematic approach was 
used to model the domain knowledge of the collaborative decision-making process of current 
space operations, extrapolate to missions beyond LEO, and develop the design requirements for 
a CA. Document analysis and interviews were conducted to create an abstraction hierarchy and a 
decision-action diagram of the cognitive functions currently performed by space crew, mission 
control and onboard automation. These domain models were extrapolated to missions beyond 
LEO by identifying the breakpoints where current decision-making processes would break down 
due to increased communication delay between mission control and space crew. Design 
requirements were identified for future CA systems that offer real-time decision-making support 
to mitigate the negative effect of limited support in off-nominal situations. The approach 
developed for this research can be generalized to identify the design requirements for future 
support systems in domains beyond space operations. 
 
Keywords: Cognitive systems engineering; decision-making; function allocation; human 
automation interaction; level of automation; problem solving/reasoning; cognitive work analysis; 
decision support; space 
Introduction 
This paper presents the development of design requirements for a Cognitive Assistant (CA) 
system to assist space crews to respond to off-nominal situations during space missions beyond 
Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). The development of the design requirements is part of a research study 
whose goal is to design a CA system to address research gaps reported by NASA, specifically 
latency issues related to function allocation for automation systems and cognitive aids for mixed-
agent teams during future long distance and duration space operations (NASA, 2016a; NASA, 
2016b; NASA, 2016c).  
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As space operations move to long duration and beyond LEO, new operational challenges 
will arise (NASA, 2014). One of the biggest impacts on current operational procedures would be 
from the increased communication lag between Earth and the space vehicle (Rader, Reagan, 
Janoiko, & Johnson, 2013; Love & Reagan, 2013). In current space operations, the space crew 
relies heavily on the guidance of mission control (Fischer & Mosier, 2014; Love & Reagan, 2013). 
For instance, mission control provides task specific information during extravehicular activity, 
including task logging, procedure selection, and skipping or reprioritizing tasks during operations 
(Clancey, 2003; McCann, McCandless, & Hilty, 2005). However, as the distance from Earth 
increases, the communication lag will limit the ability of mission control to participate in real-time 
problem-solving, thus necessitating a stronger role for the crew in responding to the situation (Love 
& Reagan, 2013). It is hypothesized that this may necessitate a need for more automation support.  
In most nominal operations, this latency could be managed with established procedures and 
changes in communication protocols. Many non-normal situations can be anticipated in the design 
phase of the mission, and procedures can be developed to mitigate the situation. However, during 
unpredicted or off-nominal situations, where no procedures have been developed prior to the 
mission, space crews must adapt to detect, diagnose, and develop responses in real-time (Meitinger 
& Schulte, 2009; Feary & Roth, 2014; Fischer, et al., 2013). These types of situations are the most 
challenging for the space crew because of the effort required to develop new procedures or a new 
set of actions. In this situation, the communication latency inherent in beyond-LEO missions will 
severely compromise the ability of mission control to contribute to solving off-nominal situations. 
In this study, an off-nominal situation is defined as a situation where the space crew is not able to 
use any established procedures to support their efforts in making decisions under time pressure. 
A systematic approach was developed to generate the CA design requirements by gathering 
data from multiple sources, and applying established cognitive engineering and qualitative data 
analysis methods to organize and represent the data. In the data gathering phase, document analysis 
and interviews were conducted to capture various perspectives on the collaborative decision-
making process and how off-nominal situations have been addressed in current operations. 
Qualitative data analysis, work domain analysis (WDA) and decision-action diagram (DAD) 
methods were used to organize and represent the data. The analysis resulted in a representation of 
current functions and processes performed by the space crew, mission control, and on-board 
automation systems. To project future operations, the functions and processes most negatively 
affected by significant communication delays were identified and labeled as “breakpoints”. These 
breakpoints would disrupt the collaboration between the space crew and mission control when 
responding to off-nominal situations. The design of a CA should target these functions to mitigate 
the negative effects of these breakpoints.  
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the related work on the impacts 
of communication delays on collaborative decision making in spaceflight, as well as reviewing 
some WDA methods used in this work. The Approach section describes processes and methods 
used to gather, organize, and represent the data. The subsequent sections describe the generation 
of a functionality matrix and the design requirements for a CA. Finally, implications and future 
work is discussed.  
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Related Work 
This section discusses the impact of communication delays on space operations as well as 
the collaborative decision-making processes during current space operations. Additionally, the 
benefits and trade-off of increased automation assistance is briefly discussed. Finally, methods to 
represent the domain knowledge are presented in order to set the stage for the approach that was 
developed to analyze current space operations. 
Delayed Communication and Off-nominal Situations 
Operational challenges including communication delays and off-nominal situations will 
impact mission success and safety when space operations move beyond LEO. The delayed 
communication can be tolerated for nominal situations since the space crew has been trained 
with established procedures and/or protocols for these specific types of situations.  
An example of an off-nominal situation during a space operation was the “Red Late 
Conjunction” event (Bergin, 2015). On March 13th 2009, the space crew experienced a “Red 
Conjunction” situation, when space debris were predicted to collide with the International Space 
Station (ISS). Normally, mission control is responsible for early detection and notification of the 
ISS for potential collision with space debris. Given an early warning, mission control directs the 
space crew to perform the Pre-Determined Debris Avoidance Maneuver (PDAM). However, for 
this situation, the space crew did not receive the notification early enough to find a solution. 
Therefore, this situation was classified as an off-nominal situation (hence “Red Late 
Conjunction”). The space crew was instructed to perform Flight Rule B4-101, which requires the 
space crew to enter the 'Safe Haven' of a docked Russian Soyuz vehicle. Because of the limited 
time to generate a new procedure, Flight Rule B4-101 was the only potential solution for the 
space crew. The mission would have been aborted had the collision occurred, but fortunately the 
debris passed the station without damage.  
The “Red Late Conjunction” situation shows that mission control’s late notification to the 
space crew required the space crew and mission control collaboratively to gather information, 
assess the situation to decide that the existing procedure was not applicable, and decide on a new 
plan on how to respond. If communication between mission Control and the space crew had been 
delayed during this type of situation, the space crew (1) would not have known about the 
imminent danger in time to enter the safe haven, or (2) would not have been able to analyze the 
PDAM to decide how to respond.  
Collaborative Decision-Making Processes for Space Operations 
Under nominal conditions, a generic decision-making process for a space operation has 
several functions: (1) detect and assess the situation; (2) generate decision alternatives; (3) define 
the criteria for evaluating alternatives; (4) select evaluation methods and tools; (5) assess the 
decision alternatives with the risk trade-off criteria (prioritization); (6) report analysis results with 
recommendations, impacts and corrective actions; and (7) choose the best decision (process of 
elimination) (Wickens, Lee, Liu, & Becker, 2004; Orasanu, Connolly, & Klein, 1993; Torres-
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Pomales, 2015). Each of these functions have sub-functions. For instance, in the risk trade-off 
process, NASA offers fundamental steps as defining the system, identifying the alternatives, 
identifying the hazards, the estimation of the likelihood and the consequences for each hazard, and 
combining the results into a comprehensive risk picture (Torres-Pomales, 2015). During off-
nominal situations, mission control generates decision alternatives, creates new off-nominal 
procedures, and rapidly tests them before sending them to the space crew (O'Neal & Manahan, 
1993). 
Communication plays a vital role in enabling mission control to work collaboratively with 
the space crew to support near-Earth space missions (Clancey, 2003; McCann, McCandless, & 
Hilty, 2005; Fischer & Mosier, 2014). For example, a communication transcript analysis showed 
that the collaboration between mission control and the space crew during extravehicular activities 
involved mission control’s support for task procedure walk-through, suggesting or asking for 
information, recommending equipment or settings, and revising the task schedules by skipping 
tasks or revising task priorities (Clancey, 2003).  
Because the communication delay increases from an order of seconds for near-Earth 
distances to an order of tens of minutes beyond LEO distances (Miller, McGuire, & Feigh, 2016), 
the space crew will increasingly be reliant on themselves and their on-board systems to respond to 
a situation. A communication delay of greater than 50 seconds (one-way) disrupts nominal 
operations and limits the ability to achieve success under current operational procedures (Rader, 
Reagan, Janoiko, & Johnson, 2013). The collaboration between mission control and the space crew 
breaks down with both 5- and 10-minute communication delays during emergencies. With a 20-
minute communication delay, the operations and decision-making process must be modified and 
collaboration is limited to daily reports, recorded video streams, and daily crew/mission control 
coordination (Rader, Reagan, Janoiko, & Johnson, 2013; Love, 2013). Under delayed-
communication for long-distance space operations, the decision-making and collaborative work 
process would have to be adapted to develop new procedures and protocols of communication. 
Assistive Systems  
For current space operations, on-board automation systems are mainly restricted to 
controlling the systems onboard, such as environmental control, life support, and in-situ 
experiments (Allen, et al., 2003). Although automation systems could, in general, make operations 
safer, faster and provide support for better decision-making (Proud, Hart, & Mrozinski, 2003), 
current space on-board automation systems have limited capabilities to assist the crew with 
complex decisions and are operated with no or little direction from mission control for long 
operational periods (Allen, et al., 2003).  
In future space mission concepts, sophisticated computer-based systems could be required 
to perform more cognitive functions, such as planning, problem-solving, data management, 
situation diagnosis, assessment of alternative solutions, and solution selection and application 
(Freitas Jr., Healy, & Long, 1982). These cognitive functions should be allocated between human 
and automated system based on the guidelines or rules. To establish these rules, the level of 
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automation (LoA) must be designed to allocate the function and authority between human and 
automation systems (Parasuraman, Sheridan, & Wickens, 2000).  
A Cognitive Assistant could manage or act upon information to support human decision-
making process. For instance, “decision selection” requires cognitive skills including categorizing 
and prioritizing information quickly and efficiently, searching and accessing information, and 
validating information quality (Letsu-Dake, Rogers, Dorneich, & DeMers, 2012). As automation 
takes over these types of functions, the amount of visibility into the reasoning of the automation, 
as well as the quality of information used by the automation are important as humans monitor and 
assess the outputs of the automation (Dorneich et al., 2017). Thus, the design of a CA system must 
weigh the benefits and costs when deciding how to allocate functions and what level of 
collaboration will be integrated to the human-CA system. 
Representing Domain Knowledge 
Work Domain Analysis (WDA) methods can be used to gather and represent domain 
knowledge data. WDA methods have been used to develop requirements for decision support 
system for extravehicular activity (Miller, McGuire, & Feigh, 2016). In our work, we used WDA 
to capture the collaboration between mission control and the space crew. For this work, the 
Abstraction Hierarchy (AH) and the Decision-action diagram (DAD) were modified to represent 
not only the domain knowledge but also the decision-making process. In this study, we developed 
a team AH to capture the purposes, functions, and processes of the domain within which teams 
work collaboratively to make a decision. A team AH captures the aspects of teamwork in the 
domain, as opposed to a traditional AH which focuses on the perspective of an individual (Ashoori 
& Burns, 2013). Furthermore, the team AH developed in this work is focused primarily on the 
cognitive functions in the work domain. The DAD was chosen to represent the collaborative 
decision-making process between multiple teams (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 
2005). Other decision modeling methods could have also been chosen. For instance, Ashoori et al. 
(2013; 2014) adapted the Decision Ladder method to represent a team perspective in the domain. 
The DAD model was chosen as it enabled us to represent details of the collaborative decision-
making process, such as where and when the teams collaborate with each other. Klein et al. (1997) 
suggested that to better design systems to interact under time-pressure and critical situations, the 
needs for future decision-making process must be captured to inform the development of design 
requirements. Thus the DAD method was used to capture these needs to enhance the collaborative 
decision-making process. More details about the AH and the DAD methods are provided below.  
Abstraction Hierarchy. An AH describes a work domain by illustrating constraints of the 
system at different levels of abstraction by building on an analysis of the boundary conditions 
and/or constraints of the work domain. It provides an approach to analyzing the work domain to 
identify the information or knowledge that the human operator needs in order to handle most 
nominal and unexpected situations (Naikar, Hopcroft, & Moylan, 2005). The AH is composed of 
the following levels: Functional purposes describe the purpose of the work system and the 
constraints of the environment. Abstract functions present the criteria for the measurement of how 
the work system progresses to functional purposes, and the comparison of direct resources to the 
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generalized functions. Generalized functions describe the relationships between the concepts and 
the characteristics of the functions or activities. Physical functions provide information on the 
process, including the functional limitations and the system capabilities of both human-made and 
natural objects. Physical objects represent the physical objects or elements available for the 
visualization and demonstration of the work system (Rasmussen, 1986). The relationship between 
the levels is hierarchical. A connection from a function at one level (e.g. in generalized functions) 
to a function in the level above (e.g. abstract functions) answers the question of ‘why a function is 
necessary’ whereas connections from the same function to a function in the level below (e.g. 
physical functions) answers the question of ‘how a function can be accomplished’ (Rasmussen, 
1986; Vicente, 1999).  By developing these hierarchical levels and their connections, an AH 
represents the domain knowledge regarding the means-end relationship between the main 
purpose(s) of the work system (information in FP level) and the physical objects required to 
achieve the goals and purposes of the work domain. 
Decision-action diagram. The DAD illustrates the decision-making process and is similar to 
a functional flow diagram but includes decision points. In this study, it represents the collaborative 
work between multiple teams in the work domain. The DAD method can be used as a basis to 
allocate functions between human operators and automation systems (Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992). 
The DAD portrays the flow of an activity in terms of the decisions required to accomplish an 
operation (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, Baber, & Jenkins, 2005). The identified functions/tasks are 
performed by humans, computers, or a combination to make a decision in the work domain. The 
resulting DAD output should demonstrate all the possible outcomes for each step of a process. The 
DAD method can be used to evaluate the functions and processes of existing systems as well as 
inform system design and procedure development (Stanton et al., 2005). 
Approach 
The design requirements of CA were developed using multiple techniques to gather, 
organize, and represent the data. The process is illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Outline of approach 
There were two independent threads of investigation in the data-gathering phase: document 
analysis and interviews with astronauts and subject matter experts (SMEs). Document analysis 
was used to understand the procedures and operations as designed (documented knowledge for 
current space operations). Interviews were conducted to understand how procedures and 
operations were actually performed (operational knowledge and experience), and they provided 
additional information not reflected in the documents. Therefore, complementary interviews and 
document analysis were performed to generate a comprehensive representation of the domain 
knowledge for decision-making process of current space operations.  
The qualitative data analysis method described by Friese (2014) was used to inform the 
development of separate AHs for each thread of investigation. Separate AHs make it easier to 
identify the similarities and differences between documented and operational domain knowledge. 
The two separate AHs were then consolidated into a single representation of the domain 
knowledge of current operations. Additionally, a DAD was developed from the interviews and 
reviewed by an SME to reflect on the teamwork between mission control and the space crew. The 
combination of AH and DAD were used to capture the collaborative decision-making process 
between the space crew, automation systems, and mission control during current space operations.  
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In considering future operations beyond LEO, the DAD and AH were used to identify the 
functions that were most disrupted by large communication latencies that are called 'breakpoints' 
in the process. These are the functions a CA must be able to support when communication with 
the ground is delayed. A functionality matrix was generated based on these disrupted functions. 
This matrix was structured to organize and prioritize functions by role distribution within and 
between the CA, mission control, and the space crew. Finally, the CA design requirements were 
derived from the functionality matrix. Each step displayed in Figure 1 are described in more detail 
below. 
Document Analysis  
Objective. Document analysis was performed to identify (1) the current space decision-
making practices to respond to off-nominal situations, (2) the current guidelines developed for 
space operations, (3) the collaborative work between mission control and space crew, and (4) the 
type of support systems or tools that have been used for the space missions to respond to off-
nominal situations.  
Data sources. Collection of documents was based on pre-determined themes including: 
cognitive aids (intelligent agent), decision-making, adaptive function allocation, human-
automation interaction, and off-nominal situations. These themes were later used as the code list 
during the analysis. The pre-determined themes were selected based on the key research areas 
identified by NASA to address the knowledge and application gaps when extrapolating current 
operations to future long distance operations (NASA, 2016a; NASA, 2016b; NASA, 2016c). The 
documents include NASA space mission reports, space accident and incident investigation reports, 
audiovisual materials, and studies performed through collaborative work between research 
institutions and NASA to improve the performance of space crew. The documents at NASA 
Technical Reports Server (NTRS) were searched based on the following keywords: space, off-
nominal situations (under the man/system tech and life-support category only), decision-making, 
cognitive aid, human-automation interaction, and function allocation. A total of 43 documents 
were analyzed: 21 peer-reviewed publications, 16 technical reports, four technical presentations, 
and two video documentaries.  
Procedure. Qualitative data analysis was used to systematically examine the documents 
collected (see Figure 2). Coding cycles were utilized to diagram a relationship between the 
documents. Codes were used as categorization tools at different levels of abstraction to generate 
sets of relevant information units for the comparison of information, or as tags for similar 
information units (Friese, 2014). A single analyst preformed two coding cycles to ensure that all 
necessary details had been captured.  
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Figure 2: Modified qualitative data analysis approach for document analysis 
The analysis followed five steps. (1) The documents were uploaded into the qualitative data 
analysis software application ATLAS.ti system repository (Friese, 2016); (2) the code lists were 
developed using the pre-determined themes for coding cycles; (3) for the first coding cycle, 
information units in the documents were coded; (4) a network map was generated using the main 
codes to illustrate the strength of relationships between documents and codes. This network map 
was also used to expand the code list with additional codes for the second coding cycle to refine 
the understanding of the domain. Finally, (5) a second coding cycle was performed by following 
steps (1) – (4). The results of this analysis were used to build the document-based AH. 
Interviews with Astronauts 
Objective. Similar to Document Analysis, interviews with the astronauts were conducted to 
understand (1) the current space decision-making practices to deal with off-nominal situations, (2) 
the current guidelines developed for space operations, (3) the collaborative work between mission 
control and space crew, and (4) the type of support systems or tools which have been used for the 
space missions to deal with off-nominal situations. In addition, the interviews investigated the 
available resources and support systems space crew use to make decisions, and their previous 
experiences regarding any off-nominal situations or difficulties during their time in space.  
Participants. In total, interviews were completed with two former NASA astronauts, whose 
duration in space each exceeded 160 days. The DAD, which was initially generated based on the 
interviews with astronauts, was reviewed with an SME who is a former NASA Flight Director. 
More details are not provided on participant background to protect their identity.  
Procedure. After the consent process, online (Skype-based) interviews were conducted as a 
one-time meeting with each astronaut by one of the researchers. A demographics survey was 
conducted, followed by an interview in two parts. In Part I, astronauts were given a set of two case 
studies to consider. After choosing the one less familiar to them, they responded to a set of 17 case 
study questions. In Part II, the astronauts were asked to consider and share any challenging 
experiences as unpredicted, unplanned, and off-nominal situations from their time in space. Then, 
they responded to a similar set of interview questions. The flow of this part of the discussion was 
similar to the Part I case study discussion in order to capture the same level of information. 
The case studies (“Fire in the Mir Station” and “Progress Collision with Mir”; see Appendix) 
were collected during the document analysis stage. These cases were well-researched examples of 
off-nominal emergency situations that occurred during space operations. The relevant details of 
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the problem situation description were abstracted from the case studies (See Appendix). These 
case studies were used to prime the astronauts to understand the context of the research study, and 
to respond to the follow-up interview questions by considering a real case (Part 1) and their own 
experiences (Part 2).  
In both the case study and the experience-related interview parts, the astronauts answered 
questions on the following: (1) How have astronauts coped with off-nominal situations during 
space missions (including current practices of decision-making process)? (2) What are the current 
practices, guidelines or procedures to overcome the challenges faced in these cases? (3) How 
would the space crew collaborate with mission control to deal with the off-nominal situations? (4) 
What type of tools or support systems are available for the astronauts to make decisions?  
Both parts of the interview led to an open, in-depth conversation where astronauts described 
what actions they would perform, how they came to their decision on how to proceed, alternatives 
chosen or discarded in the decision-making process, and what type of support they would have 
needed throughout the task and event. Finally, they were debriefed by the researcher to summarize 
the discussions. After the interviews were completed with astronauts, the DAD was generated. 
This DAD model was reviewed with an SME and updated. 
Domain Knowledge Representations 
This section describes the development of the AHs and the DAD. They are representations 
of the knowledge of current practices in space operations.  
AH generation process. For this study, the AH was used to represent (1) the knowledge of 
the work domain, (2) available resources for crew decision-making, (3) considerations for an off-
nominal situation, and (4) the decision-making process of the crew. Prompting questions helped 
guide the placement of functions in the AH. The prompts and keywords defined by Naikar et al. 
(2005) for each level of AH were modified based on the pre-determined themes, as seen in Table 
1. Using the prompts and keywords, two separate AHs were generated by placing the codes used 
for document analysis (document-based AH) and the relevant information pieces captured from 
participants’ responses (interview-based AH). Once the separate AHs were completed, they were 
combined to generate a consolidated AH that captures the work domain data and knowledge from 
all sources. The process compares the similarities and differences between document- and 
interview-based AHs, as performed in a similar study by Burns, Bisantz, & Roth (2004). The 
differences represent domain knowledge that was lacking depending on one of the information 
sources. The similarities between the two AHs identify potential fundamental elements within the 
domain. 
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Table 1: Prompts and keywords identified for AH 
AH levels Prompts Keywords 
Functional 
Purpose 
What is the ultimate purpose of the project?  
What kind of constraints/regulations/requirements does the work 
domain impose on the ISS or out of the vehicle? 
Objectives; purposes; 
intentions; targets; 
missions 
Abstract 
Functions 
What criteria can be used to assign prioritizing tasks in the general 
functions?  
What criteria can be used to allocate resources/tasks/functions?  
What are the resources allocated to the various functions of the 
system?  
What are the performance requirements of various functions in the 
space system?  
What are the priorities of the missions to achieve the purposes? 
Criteria; evaluation; 
limits; rules; 
requirements; 
guidance; standards; 
effectiveness; risks; 
resources; quality 
General 
Functions 
What functions are required/performed to achieve the requirements 
or objectives?  
What functions of individuals, teams and departments are required to 
perform to achieve the objectives? 
Functions; roles; 
responsibilities; tasks; 
activities; operations 
Physical 
Functions 
What functionality is required to enable the GF?  
What processes are afforded by physical forms?  
What are the functional capabilities and limitations of the space 
missions?  
What can the physical forms afford? 
Processes; utility; role; 
applications; 
capabilities; 
limitations; 
functionality; capacity 
Physical 
Form 
What are the physical objects, equipment and facilities needed to 
achieve the purpose? 
Tools; people; 
equipment; 
technology; 
instruments; facilities 
Note. Naikar et al. (2005). AH = abstraction hierarchy; ISS = International Space Station; GF = generalized 
function. 
DAD generation process.  The insights gathered from interviews were used to identify the 
functions and actions taken, the decision points and the information needs of the space crew and 
mission control. The processes with the functions and the critical decision points were placed in a 
diagram format. The information needed by the humans to inform decisions, and any possible 
shortcuts between functions were represented on the diagram. The diagram was then analyzed to 
identify the breakpoints in the decision-making process when the communication is delayed. 
Domain Knowledge 
Consolidated Abstraction Hierarchy 
Figure 3 illustrates the consolidated AH to organize the domain knowledge specific to the 
current decision-making processes and the collaborative work between mission control and the 
space crew while solving an off-nominal situation. When communication is delayed or interrupted, 
some functions in the AH will be delayed or no longer be available to the crew. The interruption 
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of these functions may have a negative impact on mission success and safety. These functions have 
been marked with a lightning bolt in Figure 3. For example, in space missions beyond-LEO, 
mission control may no longer play the primary role in problem detection. The functions most 
affected by delayed or broken communication provide a starting point to identify requirements for 
a CA. Each box was labeled with ID numbers to provide traceability from the domain 
representation through to the CA design requirements. 
Decision-Action Diagram 
The Decision-action diagram (see Figure 4) captures the collaborative decision-making 
process between space crew and mission control to deal with off-nominal situations during current 
space operations. To perform this process successfully, mission control, space crew and 
automation systems need to work together to fulfill their responsibilities. The responsibilities of 
space crew and mission control are divided with a bold line.  The interrupted functions and 
communications have dashed borders, and are labeled with lightning bolts in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3: consolidated abstraction hierarchy with breakpoints (the lightning bolts) when there is no communication with the 
ground.
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Figure 4: Decision-action diagram with the breakpoints (the lightning bolts) when delayed communication occurs. 
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In nominal situations with no communication delays, the space crew and mission control 
maintain the continued communication to monitor the mission progress, and mission control has 
the ability to assist the space crew at each step of any scheduled tasks. Since these types of 
situations have established procedures to be resolved, mission control supports the space crew to 
select the appropriate procedure to follow. Then, the space crew provides feedback until the 
situation is resolved. 
When an off-nominal situation with no communication delay arises, either the space crew 
or mission control has to notify the other party. Regardless of the reason for the situation, the space 
crew initiates the alert system, and warns other space crew members. Using on-board computer 
systems, a member of space crew searches for any information regarding the malfunction or as a 
cause of the situation while others following the instructions given by mission control. This process 
requires two-way communication between space crew and mission control to provide feedback 
regarding the situation status. The uncertainty and time pressure of an off-nominal situation 
requires a strong collaboration between space crew and mission control to generate a new 
procedure. While mission control performs the assessments and the simulations of newly generated 
procedures, the space crew shares crucial information regarding the situation and follows the 
instructions given by mission control. When mission control feels confident based on the results 
of decision simulations that the new procedure will help space crew, they send a set of procedure 
steps to space crew and guide crew members through each step. For space missions beyond LEO, 
the decision-making process would be impacted from delayed communication. Because, there will 
always be a delay in communication, and this would affect how mission control and space crew 
collaborate to deal with the situation. 
Like the consolidated AH, some functions in the DAD will be affected by communication 
latency. In these instances, mission control may not be able to provide support for crew needs in a 
timely manner during an off-nominal situation.  
Function List 
Some of the functions of decision-making process in current operations will not be 
supportable during space missions beyond LEO when communication is delayed or interrupted. 
Table 2 describes the functions performed for the decision-making process, who performs the 
function, the effect of delayed communication, and the ID# to reference the AH and the DAD 
models.  
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Table 2: List of functions that are impacted by communication delay 
Functions Performed by Effect of interrupted communication ID No. 
Diagnose the situation 
Mission 
control & 
Space crew 
This function can be still performed but the 
results will not reach space crew.  
Space crew can monitor the computer systems 
or visual cues to diagnose the situation. 
DAD: 5, 10 
Notify the space crew 
Mission 
control 
Unable to warn space crew on time. Notification 
will be delayed or may no longer be applicable. 
DAD: 11 
AH: 14 
Inform the space crew 
Mission 
control 
Unable to provide situation details to the space 
crew.  
DAD: 12 
Notify mission control Space crew 
Notification will be delayed. However, this will 
prevent the possible timely guidance request of 
space crew. 
DAD: 6 
AH: 14 
Obtain information & Get 
instructions 
Space crew 
Unable to get guidance or instructions (when 
procedure or solution is not applicable) from 
mission control in real-time. 
DAD: 18, 
22 
AH: 16 
Provide guidance on 
relevant procedure 
Mission 
control 
Unable to provide the information about the 
correct procedure regarding the situation. 
DAD: 24, 
25 
AH: 20 
Generate new procedure 
Mission 
control 
Unable to generate new procedure, or develop 
any solutions since they will not know what is 
going on in the space vehicle/station. 
DAD: 21 
AH: 21 
Provide feedback Space crew 
Mission control will not receive real-time status 
updates  
DAD: 26 
Simulate decision 
alternatives 
Mission 
control 
Mission control can still perform these tasks but 
their responses and the assessment results will 
not be on time for the space crew. 
DAD: 20 
AH: 15 
Maintain communication 
Space crew & 
Mission 
control 
Unable to have real-time and clear 
communication. It will be interrupted or 
delayed. 
AH: 11, 32 
Procedure evaluation 
Mission 
control 
Unable to evaluate existing procedure for use by 
space crew since they will not have enough 
information about the situation. 
DAD: 24 
AH: 20  
Develop guidance/solution 
& alternative decisions 
Mission 
control 
Unable to develop solutions enough to resolve 
the situation because of lack of information. 
DAD: 29 
AH: 42 
Prioritize alternatives 
Mission 
control 
Unable to assign prioritization for the solutions 
or alternative decisions because of the lack of 
final status of the space crew and the mission. 
AH: 8 
Allocate functions & roles 
Mission 
control 
Not have enough data to determine the 
allocation of functions or roles between 
automation systems and the space crew to deal 
with the situation. 
AH: 43 
Note. DAD = decision-action diagram; AH = abstraction hierarchy. 
 
Of the 14 functions listed, 11 are performed by mission Control, and the remainders are 
space crew functions requiring continued communication with the ground. The listed functions 
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greatly impact the detection, problem-solving, and decision generation stages of the decision-
making process. Current automation provides only system-level information (e.g. electrical 
system) integrated into space vehicle or station, and it alerts the space crew when a situation or 
out-of-range data are detected. Other than system-level information support, the space crew does 
not have any back-up system or Cognitive Assistant aid when the collaborative work between 
mission control and space crew is interrupted.   
Developing CA Design Requirements 
The introduction of a CA into the work domain will change the decision-making 
collaboration between space crew, mission control and the CA. It should be noted that the purpose 
of the CA development is not to eliminate mission control from the decision-making loop. Rather, 
the purpose is to mitigate the negative effect of delayed or limited communication between mission 
control and the space crew for those off-nominal situations that demand action in time frames less 
than the round trip communication time. The CA is intended to fill this gap to facilitate space crew 
safety and the mission success. For the final phase of this study, the breakpoints identified in the 
domain models were used to develop a functionality matrix and a set of design requirements.  
Functionality Matrix 
Table 3 describes the functionality matrix, and lists the functions of a CA that could address 
future beyond-LEO operations. The functionality matrix shows the functions of collaborative 
decision-making processes and the assignment of responsible units (CA, space crew and mission 
control) for each function for current and future operations. These functions were derived from the 
DAD and the AH and focused on functions impacted by communication delays during the 
collaborative work.  
Table 3: The functionality matrix. 
  Future Operations 
Current 
Operations 
 
No. Functions LoA 
Space 
Crew 
Mission 
Control 
Cognitive 
Assistant 
Space 
Crew 
Mission 
Control 
ID No. 
1 Detect a problem 5 x x ( delayed) x x x DAD: 2 
2 Diagnose a problem 5 x x ( delayed) x x x 
DAD: 5, 10 
AH: 13  
3 Request support 2 x   x  
DAD: 18, 
22 
AH: 16 
4 
Request the parameters 
of event 
2 x   x x DAD: 8 
5 
Provide input based on 
the situation knowledge 
and prior experience 
5 x  x x x DAD: 12 
6 Evaluate the diagnoses 5 x x ( delayed)  x x 
DAD: 13 
AH: 19 
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7 
Develop choice of 
options 
5 x  x x x 
DAD: 19 
AH: 42 
8 Perform risk trade-off 5 x x ( delayed) x x x 
DAD: 13 
AH: 19 
9 
Prioritize the 
alternatives 
6 x  x x  AH: 8 
10 Simulate prognoses 7 x  x x  
DAD: 20 
AH: 15 
11 Suggest the decision 8 x  x  x DAD: 25 
12 Select the decision 5 x   x x 
DAD: 20, 
24 
AH: 20 
13 Evaluate the procedure 7 x x ( delayed) x x x 
DAD: 24 
AH: 20 
14 Generate procedure 8 x x ( delayed) x  x 
DAD: 21 
AH: 21 
15 Establish guidance 8   x  x DAD: 25 
16 Establish the solution 5 x  x x x DAD: 25 
17 Execute the procedure 5-10 x  x x  DAD: 23 
18 Execute the actions 5-10 x  x x  DAD: 23 
19 Report the event 9   x   DAD: 26 
20 
Analyze the data 
collected by the 
automated systems 
8 x x ( delayed) x  x 
DAD: 8, 9 
AH: 17 
21 
Check the mission 
schedule 
10 x x ( delayed) x  x AH: 10, 38 
22 
Simulate the decision 
alternatives/solutions 
10   x  x 
DAD: 20 
AH: 15 
Note. LoA = level of automation; DAD = decision-action diagram; AH = abstraction hierarchy. 
 
For this study, each function listed in the functionality matrix was assigned with a Level of 
Automation (LoA), based on the definitions provided by Miller and Parasuraman (2007). The 
interview responses were used to determine LoA for each function in terms of its importance to 
the operation and how frequent the function needs to be performed during the decision-making 
process. Based on the discussions during interviews, there emerged a notional set of suggested 
guidelines (see Table 4) to determine the initial LoAs based on:  
• Frequency of function use, which indicates how frequently space crew or mission Control 
must perform a function to maintain the collaborative work and achieve the goal of work 
systems; 
• Flexibility of function performance, which indicates that either space crew or mission 
control have the flexibility to delay performing a function if it is not safety critical or not 
an essential step for the situation; 
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• Time limitation, which indicates that space crew must determine a time limit to deal with 
the off-nominal situation depending on the conditions; and 
• The criticality of a function, which indicates that the level of criticality must be determined 
to be performed for both mission success and safety. Based on these four factors, the 
function can be allocated from human to automation or from automation to human. 
Table 4: The notional logic to guide the LoA decision-making functions of a CA. 
Determination of LoA Rationale 
If the function is performed frequently during 
decision-making effort: 
    LoA should be between 5 and 10. 
Since these functions must be performed frequently, 
space crew would need to allocate them to CA. Then CA 
would perform until these responsibilities are aborted. 
If the function can be performed with a delay: 
    LoA should be above 8. 
These functions are not time critical to perform; 
therefore, they could be allocated to CA system. 
If there is a time limitation to deal with off-nominal 
situation: 
    LoA should be adapted between 3 and 7 regarding 
the level of support need. 
These functions require the authority of human since 
the situation is time and safety critical. If space crew 
has time limitation to perform multiple functions, CA 
could be authorized for some of them.  
If the function is critical to perform for mission 
safety: 
    LoA should be between 5 and 8. 
To maintain mission safety, space crew must be in 
charge during operations. CA could be helpful to 
regularly perform risk trade-off assessment during 
operations and inform space crew when needed. 
If the function is critical for mission success: 
    LoA should be between 5 and 10. 
To maintain mission success, CA and space crew must 
collaborate to achieve the goals of operation. 
Therefore, space crew must allocate some functions to 
CA to achieve these goals while dealing with off-
nominal situation. 
Note. LoA = level of automation; CA = cognitive assistant. 
 
Table 4 summarizes the rationale behind each determination of LoA for different factors. It 
should be noted that this notional set of suggested guideline for LoA determination is not 
definitive. Future work is needed to determine more concrete function allocation rules.  
Mission control and space crew are the responsible teams in the current decision-making 
process for dealing with off-nominal situations. As seen in DAD (Figure 4), both teams have 
specific responsibilities to make a decision. This responsibility sharing between mission control 
and space crew was extrapolated to future space operations. The functionality matrix was 
developed to demonstrate how the functions in the decision-making process would be performed 
with the collaboration of mission control, space crew and CA during space missions beyond LEO. 
For example, space missions would benefit from a CA being able to analyze the situation data and 
evaluate the diagnosis for off-nominal situations during communication delay. Under 
communication delay, mission control would not be able to inform space crew in time about their 
diagnosis and evaluation of the situation. The CA would conduct real-time data assessment for 
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space crew. This demonstrates how the function of diagnosis and evaluation can be allocated 
between mission control and CA. 
This matrix indicates how the collaboration between mission control and space crew would 
be changed for missions beyond LEO. In addition, the matrix implies what is needed in a CA to 
support the space crew’s effort on decision-making process during the missions. The functionality 
matrix led to functional design requirements for the CA system. 
Design Requirements 
The design requirements were generated to support both mission control and space crew for 
future space missions beyond LEO when an off-nominal situation occurs (see Table 5). These 
requirements were developed to follow the format and information content suggested by Turk 
(2006). Functional design requirements describe the functions that must be performed by CA. The 
design requirements were assigned high, medium, or low priority based on the support needs of 
space crew. These priority levels were determined by evaluating the frequency of astronauts’ 
responses regarding the importance of any functions for decision-making process. These priority 
levels indicate the importance of the design requirement, and the high-priority requirements must 
be evaluated carefully during the evaluation phase of the system design. Each design requirement 
was assigned with a collaboration type as the collaboration between CA and space crew, between 
CA and mission control, and CA system only (no collaboration). In addition, ID# was identified 
for traceability between the work domain models (the consolidated AH and the DAD), the 
functionality matrix, and design requirements.  
Table 5: Functional Design Requirements for CA Design by collaboration Type 
ID No. 
Priorit
y 
 Functional design requirements 
C
A
- 
S
C
 
C
A
-M
C
 
C
A
 
DAD: 8 
AH: 17 
High 
The assistive system must analyze and evaluate the data collected in the 
space vehicle. 
X X X 
DAD: 2 
AH: 13 
High The assistive system must support the crew to identify the situation. X X  
DAD: 12 
AH: 7 
High 
The assistive system must provide the information about the situation while 
the crew is diagnosing. 
X X X 
DAD: 25 
AH: 16 
High The assistive system must guide while solving a situation. X X  
DAD:1, 7 
AH: 14 
High 
The assistive system must periodically report the updates and changes of 
space vehicle system, specifically, when an anomaly is detected.  
X X X 
N/A Med 
The assistive system must scan the external area of the space vehicle to detect 
coming threads. 
X X  
DAD: 15, 
16, 17 
AH: 41, 24 
High 
The assistive system must report the location of the anomaly or the situation 
occurs. 
X   
DAD: 19 
AH: 42 
High The assistive system must develop alternative solutions with the crew. X X X 
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AH: 8 Med 
The assistive system must prioritize the alternatives, actions, and tasks in the 
case of having an off-nominal condition (re-schedule the mission). 
X X  
DAD: 24 
AH: 20 
High 
The assistive system must evaluate established procedures and the procedure 
in use. 
X X  
DAD: 20 
AH: 15 
High The assistive system must simulate decision alternatives. X X  
DAD: 20, 
26 
High 
The assistive system must simulate the outcomes of each action while 
following new procedure to deal with the off-nominal event. 
X  X 
AH: 19, 20 High 
The assistive system must suggest course of actions as alternative to invalid 
procedure steps. 
X X  
DAD: 21 
AH: 18, 21 
High 
The assistive system must collaborate to generate procedure for off-nominal 
events. 
X X  
DAD: 25 
AH: 29, 30 
Med 
The assistive system must walk through the procedure or course of actions 
with the crew when the crew specifies inability or requests CA’s support. 
X X  
N/A High 
The assistive system must provide the information of remaining time to take 
actions when requested (how much time the crew has/what the priorities of 
the crew are). 
X   
DAD: 26 
AH: 20 
High 
The assistive system must provide feedback to the crew when new procedure 
does not resolve the off-nominal situation. 
X  X 
N/A High 
The assistive system must share the tasks or actions while execution of the 
selected decision. 
  X 
AH: 11, 32, 
34, 35 
High 
The assistive system must maintain clear communication with the crew when 
the crew requests information or the assistive system detects something 
unusual. 
X X  
AH: 18 Med 
The assistive system must allocate the functions between the crew and 
automation when necessary (the use of rule for function allocation).  
X  X 
DAD: 27 Low 
The assistive system shall prepare report with the crew to send to the Mission 
control (debriefing). 
X X  
N/A Med 
The assistive system shall have training videos or documents available when 
needed. 
X   
Note. CA = cognitive assistant; SC = space crew; MC = mission control; DAD = decision-action diagram; AH = 
abstraction hierarchy; N/A = not applicable. 
Other than functional design requirements, an initial but incomplete set of system integration 
requirements were developed based on the astronaut interviews.  Given the stage of CA 
development, only general categories of system integration requirements could be identified. 
These requirements focused on (1) the integration of CA with other onboard automation systems 
in order to provide access to the mission data, and (2) the interaction type with space crew as 
having verbal communication abilities and written dialog capabilities. In addition, the astronauts 
stated that the CA system should not be a stationary system. CA must be reachable from any point 
in the space vehicle (e.g. self-moving system).    
Examples of use of CA Design Requirements  
To understand how to interpret the CA design requirements, a set of examples is provided. 
Table 5 presented the design requirement, “The assistive system must collaborate to generate 
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procedure for off-nominal events.”  By definition, there are no established procedures to cope with 
off-nominal situations. When space crew encounters this type of situation, the astronauts need to 
develop a set of procedure steps as a solution to the situation. This requires the development of 
alternative decisions, the simulation of these alternatives, and the generation and test of new 
procedures. The CA system would support this process with the collaboration of space crew using 
advanced automation and computing intelligence. This is captured in the design requirement, “The 
assistive system must analyze and evaluate the data collected in the space vehicle.” The CA system 
would monitor the mission data as a second pair of eyes to one of the space crew members. This 
would prevent possible out-of-range data or off-nominal conditions in the system status. Currently, 
this function has been performed by mission control instead of a CA. However, the notification of 
detected out-of-range data would be delayed due to communication latency.     
The tighter the integration of a CA system with the other onboard automation systems in the 
space vehicle, the better it will be able to assist the space crew to analyze the state of the space 
vehicle and the outside environment. The CA could notify the space crew of an off-nominal 
condition, and be connected to the on-board systems to gather information. The collaboration 
between CA and the automation system will help CA to analyze the state of the space vehicle and 
evaluate the information and the conditions during missions.  
Discussions 
Well-grounded design requirements can form the basis of a CA that would support the space 
crew in the decision-making process when they need it most – during unpredicted, off-nominal 
situations for which an established procedure does not exist. Thus, both the safety of the space 
crew and the success of the space mission would be enhanced, and the space crew would have 
access to a continued support from either from mission control (with a latency) or the CA system. 
Collaboration between CA and mission control would be a continuous process even under 
delayed communication conditions. However, the pace and granularity of communication may 
change under delayed feedback (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, & Russell, 2004). As the delay increases, 
the pace of collaboration between the space crew and mission control decreases, and the 
granularity of each communication increases. The slower pace lessens the opportunity for feedback 
and is less interactive. The CA would be designed to bridge this gap and provide fast paced, right-
sized information to assist space crew in decision-making. The CA would also collaborate with 
mission control, for instance, by sending a summarized progress report during or after each 
incident. 
This paper focused on the use of a systematic process to develop a set of design requirements 
for future Cognitive Assistants (CAs). There is much work to be done to understand the impacts 
of delayed communication on the collaborative decision-making process (Fischer & Mosier, 
2014). This study addresses where current decision-making process would break down for space 
missions beyond LEO. These breakpoints were identified using the consolidated information from 
both document analysis and interviews.  
Our cognitive analyses show that current collaborative decision-making process should be 
adapted to provide continued support to space crew. It is hypothesized that CAs may partially 
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address this gap by aiding in the collaborative decision-making process between mission control 
and space crew. Even though space crew has the training experiences that have been gained on 
Earth to cope with various situations, they still have limited ability to manage off-nominal 
situations for the duration of communication loss (see ‘loss of communication’ points on DAD in 
Figure 4). As stated in the interviews, astronauts indicated that during emergencies, they tend to 
act instinctively as the result of training until instructed by mission control to use a particular 
procedure. Therefore, space crew requests the support of mission control to cope with the 
situations as quickly as possible. As astronauts indicated during interviews, the space crew would 
need an assistant to cope with a variety of situations under delayed communication condition. This 
requires modifications in communication protocols and the processes followed by space crew and 
mission control to solve problems. 
Current training and practices would need to be modified to meet the new requirements for 
adaptation in the decision-making process. As represented by the consolidated AH, the capability 
and experience of space crew (#29, #30) would be essential to cope with any type of situation, 
specifically off-nominal situations. The enhanced guidelines and practices would improve space 
crew’s capability and experience before sending the crew on space operations. The work domain 
models and the resulting requirements are the foundation of the design phase of the CA. These 
models will be updated as future concepts of operations are defined for beyond-LEO missions. 
The requirements will be used to prototype a CA for human-in-the-loop (HITL) studies that will 
compare problem-solving with and without CA. The approach developed for the CA system design 
can be extended and generalized to identify design requirements of future automated support 
systems in various domains.  
The domain models were limited by the information obtained in the interviews and document 
analysis. With the further research and interviews, it is possible that more situations or conditions 
are considered for missions beyond LEO. Therefore, the domain models and resulting design 
requirements may need to be updated to include more situations. 
Design requirements are the first step in the process to build a CA system, but several 
challenges must be addressed to move from requirements to design and implementation, including: 
(1) which functions to prototype and test first in an iterative design and evaluation process, (2) 
how to realize the sophisticated functionality described in the requirements, and (3) how to design 
the interaction paradigm between a CA and human.  
Patterson et al. (1999) analyzed the voice loops system to provide insights on the functions 
necessary to develop systems which support synchronous collaboration between teams during 
space operations. With the direct observations of mission control using the voice loops technology, 
they were able to identify the most important functions of the system needed to maintain successful 
collaboration. This is an example of a digital system designed to support collaboration within space 
operations. In a similar manner, the CA requirements are aimed at the development a system to 
support space operations, in the presence of communication delay.  The listed design requirements 
illustrate the need for sophisticated functionality and paint an ambitious description of what a CA 
system should provide.  
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Further research is needed to develop and test functions incrementally in the order of 
function importance. In addition, the assignment of LoA for each functions is preliminary and 
further investigation is required. The assignment of LoA may also be specific to particular 
domains. 
Appendix: Case Studies 
Fire in the Mir Station  
“On January 22, 1997, U.S. Astronaut Jerry Linenger rode Space Shuttle Atlantis to Space 
Station Mir, joining cosmonaut commander Valery Korzun and cosmonaut flight engineer 
Aleksandr Kaleri. Linenger would replace astronaut John Blaha and begin NASA’s fourth 
increment aboard the station. On February 13, 1997, a Soyuz capsule carried cosmonaut Vasily 
Tsibliyev, cosmonaut Aleksandr Lazutkin, and German astronaut Reinhold Ewald to Mir. 
Approximately two weeks later, Korzun, Kaleri, and Ewald would use that capsule to return to 
Earth. Until their departure, Mir would hold a full complement of six crew members. 
Constant demands to maintain Mir’s systems while sustaining a rigorous experiment 
schedule prevented the crew from relaxing together often. February 23 was an exception. In 
observance of Army Day, the six crew members gathered in Mir’s base block where they enjoyed 
a meal. After dinner, the crew lingered in base block, chatting, while Linenger headed toward 
Spektr to set up a sleep experiment. It was customary to replace the SFOG cartridge before 
bedtime, so as the social hour concluded, resident commander Korzun asked the crew’s junior 
member, Lazutkin, to replace the cassette in the SFOG. This maneuver had been executed without 
incident on thousands of other occasions—1500 times on the ground and 2500 times on Mir—and 
no one had reason to believe that this one would be different. After floating into Kvant-1, Lazutkin 
pulled a cylindrical cartridge from storage and shoved it into the oxygen generator. Then, after 
activating the container through an external dial, he turned back toward base block. Lazutkin 
described, “I was ready to fly back. It was the normal procedure. No one ever worries whether it 
is working.” But then Lazutkin heard an unfamiliar, quiet hissing. As he turned to investigate, a 
jet of bright orange flame erupted from the generator. Lazutkin recalled that for some seconds, he 
stared, frozen at the fire, “A small, tiny, baby volcano.” Ten feet away, in Base Block, Ewald 
reacted first.  
Startled, commander Korzun peered inside Kvant-1 where three-foot flames spewed from 
the SFOG. Molten metal flew across the module and spattered into the opposite bulkhead. Already, 
Lazutkin was shrouded in black smoke. Korzun was at his side in an instant. … Meanwhile, smoke 
filled the module and spilled into the base block where it reached a smoke detector and triggered 
the master alarm. The alarm jolted Linenger from his work, and he darted toward base block 
where Ewald and Tsibliyev.” (NASA Safety Center, 2011; Fire on the Mir, 2015). 
Progress Collision with Mir  
“On June 25, 1997, Vasily Tsibliev took remote control of the Progress resupply vehicle and 
fired its rockets to propel the craft toward the Mir Space Station. In ways, the procedure was 
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similar to playing a video arcade game. Tsibliev had to virtually "fly" the Progress from onboard 
Mir while he watched a video screen that showed an image from a camera onboard the Progress. 
The Progress left its parking orbit and began moving rapidly toward Mir. But, on the video 
screen "it was difficult to make out the station," according to Tsibliev. The Mir complex "looked 
very similar to the clouds below it." Tsibliev’s deficient perspective had a further limitation.  
By the time Tsibliev could judge the speed, the Progress was already traveling too fast. … 
Aleksandr Lazutkin finally espied the Progress, and he realized the danger. "Michael, get in the 
escape ship!" he told Foale. Lazutkin later described the onrushing Progress as looking "full of 
menace, like a shark." He said, "I watched this black body covered in spots sliding past below me. 
I looked closer, and at that point there was a great thump and the whole station shook." 
The Progress collided with a solar array on the Spektr module. Then, the spacecraft hit 
Spektr itself, punched a hole in a solar panel, buckled a radiator, and breached the integrity of 
Spektr’s hull. 
The collision had knocked Mir into a spin; and the power outage had shut down the 
gyrodynes so that the spin now went uncontrolled. The computer and other instruments were out 
of operation.” (NASA, Progress Collision with Mir Animation, 2016d). 
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